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Hutt Valley
Hutt Valley

Te Awa Kairangi Hutt Valley is a giant playground packed full of outdoor adventures and unmissable experiences. It’s steeped in history and culture and filled with delicious food and craft beer. Journey across dramatic landscapes, experience the unexpected and uncover hidden gems.

Discover more of the Hutt Valley
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Discover all corners of the Hutt Valley
Delicious craft beer and thrilling adventures in Upper Hutt 
Visit majestic lighthouses and idyllic beaches in Eastbourne and Days Bay
Petone: An eclectic seaside suburb packed full of character
Lower Hutt: A vibrant city with a big green backyard 
Adventure into the Wainuiomata wilderness



Top things to do in Hutt Valley
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Hutt Valley day trips
Whether you’re an outdoors junkie, a craft beer lover, or just want to relax and soak up some seaside views, there’s a day trip to suit your style. 
Grab a drink in the Hutt Valley
Home to Wellington’s only craft beer village, the Hutt Valley has lots of cosy pubs, lively bars, and boutique breweries to grab a casual drink or two.
Family activities in the Hutt Valley
There’s everything from magical scenic reserves to art galleries and thrilling adventures. There’s plenty of fun on offer for kids and adults alike.
Dine out on great food in the Hutt Valley
The Hutt Valley is packed with coffee roasters, artisan producers, and award-winning restaurants and cafes. You’ll find something delicious around most corners.
Unmissable experiences in the Hutt Valley
The Hutt Valley is jam-packed with memorable experiences. From outdoor adventures to contemporary art galleries and the region’s only craft beer haven.
Brewtown Upper Hutt
The ultimate destination for craft beer, and food, plus 4,500 square metres devoted to entertainment.
Shop the Hutt Valley’s boutiques
The Hutt Valley is full of stylish and eclectic independent shops. From bespoke jewellers to curated homewares and designer clothing, there’s plenty to find.
Uncover vintage treasures across the Hutt Valley
Home to a treasure trove of quirky and eclectic secondhand stores, you’ll find curious vintage and retro items right here in the Hutt Valley. 
Get your caffeine fix in the Hutt Valley
Many fair-trade coffee roasters and skilled baristas can be found in the Hutt Valley. From cold brew popsicles to the perfect flat white, you’ll find great coffee wherever you go.
Breaking bread: Hutt Valley bakeries
The Hutt Valley has a generous helping of artisan bakeries. From sourdough to pastries, here’s where you can find delicious goods wherever you go.
Brunch your way around the Hutt Valley 
The Hutt Valley is brimming with delicious and different brunch destinations. You’ll find menus centered around fresh local produce, and dishes with a twist.



What’s on
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Faultline Ultra
20 – 21 April 2024Various



Hutt Valley trails 
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Top trails in the Hutt Valley
With over 3,000 hectares of parks and reserves, the Hutt Valley has rich offerings for the adventure seeker. Try out one of these top trails in Lower Hutt and Upper Hutt.
Remutaka Cycle Trail
There’s something for everyone on this exhilarating and historic 122 kilometres cycle trail connecting Wellington to the Wairarapa.
Swing Bridge Track
Cross an exhilarating swing bridge and take in stunning views of the Hutt River gorge.
Pencarrow Coast Road
Travel along a flat winding trail to the historic Pencarrow Lighthouse and the shores of Lake Kohangatera.
Ōrongorongo Track
This popular route leads you to wander through native forests surrounding the Ōrongorongo River, complete with swimming holes to cool off in summer.
Horoeka Reserve Trail
A diversely forested trail for families to explore, peppered with handmade fairy homes and signs to identify native plants.
Te Whiti Riser
A popular all-weather walking and mountain biking track overlooking Wainuiomata and Lower Hutt.
Rail Trail section
Remutaka Cycle TrailTake an invigorating ride tracing an historic railway line through stunning native bush.
Tane’s Track
An easy loop that takes in native forests, waterfalls, and historic Remutaka railway sites.
Kowhai Street Track
A zigzag trail with options for exploring more of the East Harbour Regional Park, including the popular Butterfly Creek picnic area and views over Wellington Harbour.
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